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Annual banking statistics for 2021
Expansion of data offering
The Swiss National Bank has today published data on the annual financial statements of
banks in Switzerland for the 2021 financial year. For the first time, the published data also
comprises bank office data (Domestic office perspective) in addition to the data from
individual financial statements (Parent company perspective) and consolidated financial
statements (Group perspective).
The Domestic office perspective shows data on the business of banks including their branches
in Switzerland (cf. Explanatory video ‘Perspectives on banking statistics’). These data are
particularly relevant in the context of the national accounts. For example, the SNB uses the
data when compiling the balance of payments and the Swiss financial accounts.
KEY BANKING STATISTICS FOR 2021
Domestic office
perspective
Year-onyear
change

2021

Number of banks (Domestic office/Parent company) or
banks and financial groups (Group)
Result of the period (aggregate profit/loss,
in CHF billions)

Parent company
perspective

239

–4

Group
perspective

Year-onyear
change

2021

239

–4

Year-onyear
change

2021

228

–4

n.a.

n.a.

7.8

–42.9%

15.7

–6.8%

Balance sheet total (in CHF billions)

2 927.0

+4.1%

3 587.8

+3.5%

3 869.1

+2.4%

Mortgage loans (in CHF billions)

1 124.3

+3.4%

1 134.9

+3.4%

1 169.9

+3.7%

Customer deposits (in CHF billions)

1 754.1

+4.4%

2 064.7

+4.6%

2 224.7

+4.9%
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Further information
- Data (tables and charts), details on the methodological basis and notes as well as information
on changes and revisions can be found on the SNB’s data portal at data.snb.ch.
- The list of banks and highest group entities in Switzerland contains information on banks in
Switzerland including their bank category and highest domestic group entity.
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